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Abstract
Conceptual metaphors, as theorized by George Lakoff, are essential to scientific and 
biomedical thought. They express themselves in speech through metaphorical expres-
sions. Understanding conceptual metaphors is critical for translators. Several years ago 
we proposed the concept of conceptualization index, which is the linguistic element 
by which metaphor operates. This article begins with a description of the experiential 
framework used for a number of studies realized in biomedicine and life sciences. Then, 
the predicative, quasi-predictive, and non-predictive conceptualization indices are dis-
tinguished. Finally, the general principles deduced from the set of data are presented.
Résumé
Les métaphores conceptuelles, telles que les a théorisées George Lakoff, sont fonda-
mentales pour la pensée scientifique. Elles s’expriment en discours par l’intermédiaire 
d’expressions métaphoriques. Comprendre les métaphores conceptuelles est donc 
essentiel pour les traducteurs. Nous avons proposé, il y a plusieurs années, le concept 
d’indice de conceptualisation, qui est l’élément linguistique par lequel opère la méta-
phore. Le présent article commence par préciser le cadre expérientialiste dans lequel 
se situent les travaux présentés. Puis, les indices de conceptualisation prédicatifs, qua-
si-prédicatifs et non prédicatifs sont distingués. Enfin, les principes tirés de l’ensemble 
des données recueillies sont présentés.
Keywords: Conceptualisation index. Conceptual metaphor and metonymy. Fictive and 
factive representations. Predicative and non-predicative units. Quasi-predicative unit.
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1. Introduction
Despite the rise of computer-assisted translation, mastering highly special-
ized translation still remains a challenge, particularly in the rapidly evolving 
domains such as biomedicine and life sciences. On the one hand, translators 
will have to work more and more with computer-generated pre-translations 
and then provide their clients with post-edited texts which, hopefully, will 
be free of any error. Hence, translators will have to deal with what appears to 
be the most difficult part of the translation process: evaluating the validity of 
the machine’s output, correcting any errors, and handling the most difficult, 
unresolved problems. On the other hand, a large number of documents deal 
with new subjects or are very complex. In these cases, the efficiency of com-
puter-assisted translation, which relies on huge corpora, drops dramatically. 
Therefore, it may be anticipated that, more than ever, a keen knowledge of what 
underlies biomedical and life sciences texts will be necessary if a translator is to 
be successful: terms and concepts, idiomaticity and phraseology, grammatical 
rules as well as specific practices but, above all, various conceptualizations 
found in modern science and biomedicine.
What I intend here by “conceptualizations” is clearly explained by Geeraerts 
and Cuyckens in the framework of cognitive linguistics:
Linguistic structures are thought to express conceptualizations, that is, con-
ceptualization is central for linguistic structure—and conceptualization goes 
further than mere reference. It involves imagery in the broadest sense of the 
word: ways of making sense, of imposing meaning (Geeraerts & Cuyckens 
2012/2010: online).
Since Lakoff and Johnson (1980/2003), metaphorical conceptualization is 
fundamental in exploring the relationships between thought and language. 
For translators, the understanding of conceptual metaphors and their lin-
guistic counterparts in the discourse is paramount: Lakoff and co-workers 
have emphasized the pervasive nature of conceptual metaphorization on our 
everyday lives (Lakoff & Johnson 1980/2003), but there is no reason to believe 
that any human experiential and knowledge domain would be an exception.
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Indeed, it has now been well established that life sciences and biomed-
ical discourse is often metaphorical, which applies to both specialized and 
popularized discourse in various languages (see Vandaele 2000, and other 
subsequent articles e.g. Vandaele 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2009, 2013; van Rijn-van 
Tongeren 1997; Fox-Keller 1999 Temmerman 2000; 2002; Collombat 2003; 
Oliveira 2009). This is also true of other disciplines, such as economics and 
finance (e.g. Boers & Demecheleer 1997; Rojo Lopez 2011), business (Koller 
2004), politics (Lakoff 2008), education (Cameron 2003), physics (Mirowski 
1989/2001), etc., not the least being translatology/translation studies (D’hulst 
1992). In science, the heuristic and conceptualizing value of metaphors has 
been clearly demonstrated. While some still lament the presence of metaphors 
in science, I believe that those individuals may not have grasped the fact that 
metaphors are impossible to avoid because there is no other viable alternative 
that would be as efficient and economical. Those individuals might also tend 
to envision metaphors as “deviant”; however, the rise of cognitive semantics, 
more specifically experientialism, has shown that metaphors are deeply rooted 
in our minds.
However, metaphors still represent a true challenge for the translator: 
should he/she transfer the same metaphor into the target culture and language? 
Find another one and, if so, which one? Or should he/she, if possible, neutral-
ize it? In this work, I intend to provide a synthesis of a study1 on conceptual 
metaphor in health and life sciences, a project that started in 2000, and the 
results of which have been published mostly in French. I will nonetheless 
provide the reader with new insights, notably concerning the particular case 
of quasi-predicates as metaphorical conceptualization indices. In the end, I 
hope that the reader will have in hand a comprehensive approach to scientific 
metaphor, an approach that will be useful for the translation field, be it teach-
ing, research or actual practice.
The first question is: what is a metaphor? Much has been written on this 
subject; however, I feel that I should still clarify my postulates. As noticed 
by Samaniego Fernández (2011), metaphor has been under the scrutiny of a 
1.  The research presented here has involved students who participated as research assistants 
(*) or in the context of their Master’s thesis (✦): Marie-Claude Béland* (en-fr), Eve-
Marie Gendron-Pontbriand✦ (en-fr; 2013) Mariane Gingras-Harvey✦ (en-fr-de; 2014), 
Mélanie Labelle✦ (en-fr; 2009); Leslie Lubin*✦ (en-fr; 2005), Paula F. Malaszkiewics✦ 
(fr-pt [Brasil]; 2015), Julie Mondoux* (en-fr), Mariana Raffo*✦ (en-fr-es; 2014), Bruna 
Steffen✦ (fr-pt [Brasil]; 2016. The corpora that were used in the different studies were: 
specialized textbooks and monographs, scientific articles and, in certain cases, some pop-
ularization journals such as Scientific American. The references are extensively described 
in the articles cited in the reference section.
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number of translation researchers, leading to “three basic positions […]: (1) 
metaphors are untranslatable […]; (2) metaphors are fully translatable, just 
like any other translation issue […] and (3) metaphors are translatable but 
pose a considerable degree of inequivalence […].” (Samaniego Fernández 
2011: 263-264) However, most of the time, metaphor is understood as a matter 
of a deviant use of a word, either as a literary stylistic device, or as a rhetor-
ical instrument. However, if, as a biologist, I say “the cells intend to commit 
suicide”, fellow biologists will not take it as fancy daydreaming, rather they will 
instantly understand that I am referring to the concept of apoptosis2, which has 
been described in the specialized literature as the process of “cell suicide”. It 
is not a deviant usage of the word, nor a rhetorical device: researchers need to 
rely on what is accessible to them to describe what they observe in their labo-
ratory or in the field. It means that the cell seems “to make the decision” to die 
according to a “program” as opposed to passively dying due to an injury (cell 
necrosis). It is very difficult to express this phenomenon in non-metaphorical 
words (see Almeisen 2003 for this particular example, cited in Vandaele 2009). 
In fact, to say that the cell “makes a decision”, “commits suicide” or “functions 
according to a program” is very common in the scientific literature and is not 
the hallmark of popularized discourse3. The question here is not to decide 
whether a particular metaphorical linguistic expression is translatable or not, 
it is rather to grasp the whole conceptualization that lies behind it (not only 
in the source text, but also in a particular scientific domain); to determine the 
extent of this conceptualization in the scientific frame of thought; and, finally 
to be able to select the most appropriate linguistic tools (the words) in the 
target language to render this conceptualization.
What theoretical tools are useful to understand and describe scientific 
metaphors? In my previous line of work in biomedical research, I experienced 
strong influences which determined the theoretical framework which I later 
decided to follow in my translation and terminology research (see Vandaele 
2.  “One of the mechanisms by which CELL DEATH occurs (compare with NECROSIS 
and AUTOPHAGOCYTOSIS). Apoptosis is the mechanism responsible for the physio-
logical deletion of cells and appears to be intrinsically programmed. It is characterized 
by distinctive morphologic changes in the nucleus and cytoplasm, chromatin cleav-
age at regularly spaced sites, and the endonucleolytic cleavage of genomic DNA; (DNA 
FRAGMENTATION); at internucleosomal sites. This mode of cell death serves as a 
balance to mitosis in regulating the size of animal tissues and in mediating pathologic 
processes associated with tumor growth.” Medical Subject Headings, NCBI. (https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/68017209)
3.  As explained by Wright (2011) and Raffo (2016), popularized texts and highly specialised 
texts are on a continuum. No clear-cut categorisation can be made.
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2007 for more details). My epistemological references are rooted in neurosci-
ence, more precisely in the idea that consciousness emerges from neuronal 
functioning. Over the last 30 years or so, a number of neurobiologists, such 
as Gerald Edelman in the United States (e.g. Edelman 1987, 1992, 2006) or 
Jean-Pierre Changeux4 in France (Changeux 1983/2012), have been strong 
proponents of a neuronal theory of thought, postulating that innate potential-
ities are modulated by retroactions induced through the acquisition processes 
during development. These approaches underline the importance of epigenetic 
factors (i.e. the influence of the environment on a living being) to try to explain 
how consciousness emerges from the biological organization of the brain and 
the body. This means that objectivist and essentialist theories are immediately 
rejected. Edelman claims that his theory of consciousness “takes as its canon-
ical reference our own experience as humans and our ability to report that 
experience by language” (Edelman 1992: 225). At the same time, he advocates 
for the existence of a real world independent from human conceptualizations. 
Consequently, he refers to Lakoff’s experientalist theory as the linguistic theory 
that parallels his own.
The main statement of experientialism is that experience is the source of 
knowledge. As Geeraerts and Cuyckens explained,
Also, the conceptualizations that are expressed in the language have an 
experiential basis, that is, they link up with the way in which human beings 
experience reality, both culturally and physiologically. In this sense, Cognitive 
Linguistics embodies a fully contextualized conception of meaning (Geeraerts 
& Cuyckens 2010: online).
According to Lakoff and coworkers, experientialism is a “myth”5 that tran-
scends the fundamental opposition between the objectivist and subjectivist 
“myths”:
The fact that the myths of subjectivism and objectivism have stood for so long 
in Western cultures indicates that each serves some important function. […]
The fundamental concern of the myth of objectivism is the world exter-
nal to the individual. The myth rightly emphasizes the fact that there are real 
4.  For recent and fascinating comments by Changeux about his book and modern 
neuroscience, see his conference “L’homme neuronal, trente ans après” (Colloque inter-
disciplinaire de la République des Savoirs, 17 octobre 2014, <https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vY3DY2xA53w>).
5.  Lakoff and Johnson use the word “myth” to designate a pervasive way of thinking, such 
as objectivism or subjectivism: “Incidentally, we are not using the term ‘myth’ in any 
derogatory way. Myths provide ways of comprehending experience; they give orders to 
our lives” (Lakoff & Johnson 1980/2003: 185). It could very well be replaced by “the-
oretical foundation”.
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things, existing independently of us, which constrain both how we interact 
with them and how we comprehend them. […]
What legitimately motivates subjectivism is the awareness that meaning 
is always meaning to a person. What’s meaningful to me is a matter of what 
has significance for me. And what is significant for me will not depend on my 
rational knowledge alone, but on my past experiences, values, feelings, and 
intuitive thoughts (Lakoff & Johnson 1980/2003: 226-227).
The authors continue, explaining that the experientalist “myth” reconciles 
the two lines of thought: postulating that the source of knowledge starts with 
the experiences of our body in its environment, “scientific knowledge is still 
possible” (Lakoff & Johnson 1980/2003: 227) and, at the same time,
[…] it gives an account of how understanding uses the primary resources of 
the imagination through metaphor and how it is possible to give experience 
new meaning and to create new realities.
Where experientialism diverges from subjectivism is in its rejection of the 
Romantic idea that imaginative understanding is completely unconstrained.
In summary we see the experientialist myth as capable of satisfying the 
real and reasonable concerns that have motivated the myths of both subjectiv-
ism and objectivism but without either the objectivist obsession with absolute 
truth and the subjectivist insistence that imagination is totally unrestricted 
(Lakoff & Johnson 1980/2003 : 228).
These premises are not new, but I feel that it is necessary to come back to them. 
First, because of the primacy of reality, it places the experientalist approach 
on a different line of thought than the subjectivist approach, in particular 
extreme constructivism. Second, it is a prerequisite for the shared intersubjec-
tivity that is necessary to allow for the existence of language, communication 
among humans. Finally, translation is a problem for objectivists. For different 
reasons, subjectivism and objectivism do not provide any integrative frame-
work in which it is possible to envision the various dimensions of translation. 
Objectivism hardly takes into account the wide variety of cultures and lan-
guages, tending to model language on the basis of a computer metaphor (see 
the criticisms of generative linguistics in Notari 2010). As Leddy states (1995: 
206), “[o]bjectivists believe in absolute truths and universally valid knowl-
edge. Objectivism is associated with a wide range of philosophers, linguists, 
psychologists, and cognitive scientists (e.g. Frege, Husserl, Chomsky, Russell, 
Searle & Davidson)”. In such views, metaphors in science are a real problem 
because, for these authors, imagination should not take place in the process of 
describing and understanding the world; this task should be perfectly literal 
and objective: “Objectivists see metaphorical truth as a fiction” (Leddy 1995: 
207). In the case of subjectivism, heirs of Romanticism (and in translation 
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studies, of Schleiermacher, such as Berman) do not even consider scientific 
and technical texts as… texts (see, for a detailed criticism, Vandaele 2015). 
The extreme consequence of subjectivism is that it becomes impossible to 
communicate and, thus, to translate.
However, we do translate, e pur si muove.6 I agree with Lakoff and cow-
orkers that a “middle path” is strongly needed to avoid the pitfalls of both 
objectivism and subjectivism. Experientialism seems to pave the way for it; 
more specifically, in translation, it allows us to explore on the same ground and 
with equal consideration what the human mind can produce, from literature 
to scientific texts. Also, a middle path between objectivism and subjectivism 
makes translation possible (although difficult), because if we recognize features 
shared among language-cultures, we must also confront those that remain 
specific, i.e. that which forms the bulk of translation problems. Delving further 
into controversies is not the scope of this work, and for the present purpose, 
I will concentrate on conceptual metaphor. I will also try to propose a useful 
framework for understanding, studying and translating them.
2. From experientialism to conceptual metaphor and conceptualization 
indices
The hallmark of Lakoff’s work, which comes from his experientialist premises, 
is the idea of conceptual metaphor. He and Johnson made a breakthrough when 
they published Metaphors We Live By (Lakoff & Johnson 1980/2003; see also 
Lakoff 1993 for an update). This book has been translated into numerous lan-
guages7, is widely cited and has provided a theoretical frame for a wide range 
of studies. According to Leddy, “[…] experientialists have developed the most 
important implications of metaphor studies for philosophy so far” (Leddy 
1995: 207). The fundamental idea is that we metaphorically conceptualize a 
large part of our world – including time – primarily on the basis of our bodily 
experience in the surrounding environment. Furthermore, metaphorical con-
ceptualizations, as well as categorizations of entities and situations, are strongly 
culture-dependent (see Women, Fire and Dangerous Things [Lakoff 1987] for 
a fascinating analysis of the Dyirbal language and culture in Australia). This 
accounts for a number of shared conceptualizations among humans, as well 
as cultural specificities based on time and space. Therefore, I believe that 
6.  “Albeit it does move” (And yet it moves), attributed to Galileo (1564-1642).
7.  1st editions in French and Spanish: 1986; followed by other reprints or editions. Do 
note that the original 2nd edition in English, published in 2003, contains an important 
afterword (pp. 243-274) that does not always appear in the translations. 
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this approach is fertile ground for translatology, and specifically for scientific 
translation.
Lakoff convincingly shows that a conceptual metaphor shows up in a 
number of metaphorical linguistic expressions. His examples are very well 
known (see e.g. argument is war or time is money metaphors, Lakoff & 
Johnson 1980/2003: 5), therefore I will provide the reader with examples 
found in biomedical and life sciences texts. According to Lakoff’s rules, con-
ceptual metaphors are provided in small capitals (cells are persons), while 
the metaphorical expressions are written in italics (The suicide of cells is called 
apoptosis). The lexical item that carries the metaphor is suicide (See Vandaele 
2009 for a discussion about the circulation of conceptual metaphors in society).
The identification of a conceptual metaphor starts with collecting coher-
ent metaphorical expressions. The metaphorical expression itself is identified 
thanks to a cognitive dissonance8 experienced by the subject and generated by 
the coexistence of a factive representation (“more” veridical) and a fictive rep-
resentation (“less” veridical) (Talmy 2000: 101; 135-137).
Although Lakoff very clearly explains that, in his views, metaphors reside 
at the thought level (this is why it is called conceptual metaphor) and are lin-
guistically expressed in metaphorical expressions, some confusion may still be 
observed in a number of texts dealing with metaphor. In particular, conceptual 
metaphors are not rhetorical devices (although metaphorical expressions can 
be used intentionally with rhetorical purposes), nor a stylistic feature (although 
original metaphorical expressions in literature reveal a conceptualization of the 
world that is specific to an author). Therefore, since conceptual metaphor is of 
primary importance in understanding and describing scientific concepts and 
objects, it is very important to exclude any metalinguistic items that could refer 
to rhetoric or style, such as tropes or figurative language. It is fundamental to 
separate a metaphor’s nature and its role in a particular discourse. I therefore 
looked for a linguistically-based characterization of metaphorical expressions 
that would free up their study along other axis.
When analyzing metaphorical expressions, it is clear that, in each case, a 
specific lexical unit is the “carrier” of the conceptual metaphor9. Lubin and 
8.  I use the term cognitive dissonance without any reference to social psychology. I simply 
want to underline that the subject experiences a lack of coherence at the cognitive level. 
This experience varies in intensity: it may require an effort, notably for conceptual met-
aphors that are pervasive in a particular context. However, it may be that our concept 
shares some similarity with that of social psychology.
9.  This is what Black (1962) calls focus (see Vandaele 2009 for a review of other terminology 
such as topic, vehicle, tenor, and in French, theme and phore).
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I called the linguistic elements that generate the cognitive dissonance: met-
aphorical conceptualization indices (indices de conceptualization métaphorique; 
Vandaele & Lubin 2005). Semantically, metaphorical conceptualization indices 
found in metaphorical expressions as described by Lakoff are predicative lexical 
units10. It can be a verb (the artery runs along the bone), a descriptive (quali-
fying or classifying) adjective (a guilty virus) or a deverbal noun11 (receptor), 
but very rarely an adverb.
Let’s examine some examples:
The external carotid artery begins opposite the upper border of the thyroid carti-
lage, and, taking a slightly curved course, passes upward and forward […]. […] 
From its origin under the anterior border of the Sternocleidomastoideus it runs 
upward and forward for a short distance in the carotid triangle [...]. (Gray 1918: 
3a. 2.)
Conceptualisation indices are, in the English example, begins, course, passes, 
runs, and in French, monte, traverse, pénètre. Similar indices referring to a 
seemingly fictive motion can be observed for nerves and veins (see Lubin 2005 
for a detailed study of verbs in anatomy). We do know that neither the nerves, 
the arteries nor the veins are moving: we know that they are motionless and 
this corresponds to the factive representation. But at the same time we accept 
the fictive motion, so as to represent the fact that they are elongated structures 
located along, or in, other anatomical structures. Talmy (2000/2003) explains 
that, in his opinion, this kind of representation comes from the fact that the 
gaze follows the shape of the conceptualized entity (a fence, in his article), 
which creates an illusion of motion.
Like Lakoff, I believe that the use of conceptual metaphor is generally not 
consciously driven in everyday life. However, it can also be deliberately used 
to fulfill various goals: rhetorical, pragmatic, heuristic, etc. Over time, coher-
ent metaphorical expressions build correspondences (rather than projection; 
see Lakoff & Johnson 1980/2003, postface) between a source domain of expe-
rience to a target domain, which are subsumed under a conceptual metaphor 
and, inversely, salient conceptual metaphors build and structure our view of 
the world. They are likely to generate metaphorical expressions as needed: 
10.  The definition of predicative lexical units and actants comes from Mel’čuk (see e.g. 
Mel’čuk 2004a; 2004b): 1) A predicative lexical unit is a unit whose meaning contains 
slots that are filled up in the discourse. The prototypes are verbs. 2) Actants correspond 
to the slots in a predicative meaning and can be compulsory or facultative. 
11.  Deverbal nouns are particularly problematic, because their description in the specialized 
dictionaries do not take into account their actants in a proper manner. See Vandaele 
and Raffo 2008a.
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there are constant comings and goings between the acquisition of conceptual 
metaphors when being learnt, their reuse and the production of new ones. It 
is a highly dynamic process that never ends and that can bring, at the social 
level, change or, to the contrary, resistance to change (see Almeisen 2003 for 
his comment on the difficulty cell biologists have accepting the concept of 
“cell suicide” as a normal physiological process). We could hypothesize that a 
kind of “Darwinian” cognitive selection process constantly operates from the 
personal to the social level, leaving “alive” the most frequent metaphors – but 
not necessarily the most obvious ones. Contrary to Ricœur12 (1975/1997) who 
qualifies shared, lexicalized, metaphorical expressions as “dead”, the most 
“alive” metaphorical conceptualizations are those that are so deeply inter-
twined with the culture that they are not easily perceived anymore. On the 
other hand, any metaphorical hapax – called “métaphore vive” by Ricœur13 –, 
whether literary or not, risks death at birth if the utterance remains unheard, 
unread or hidden, like a lost book in an obscure library. This is why translating 
old texts, whether literary or scientific, is so difficult; we cannot easily access 
the metaphorical conceptualizations that prevailed at that time (see Vandaele 
& Béland 2012 for an account of lost hypotheses on hereditary units at the end 
of the 19th century, hypotheses that appeared later to be wrong).
Finally, it does seem possible to translate the name of a conceptual meta-
phor, but in fact it is totally meaningless if it is not supported by evidence of 
corresponding metaphorical expressions in the target language. Indeed, as for 
the examples presented in Table 1, the same conceptual metaphor is supported 
by congruent sets of metaphorical expressions in French and Spanish.
One of the most interesting results that emerged from our research is that 
the richness of IC sets varies among languages. For example, in anatomy, to 
render the subcategory of fictive appearance for arteries, veins, nerves and 
muscles, we have 6 ICs in French, and 3 ICs in English (Table 2; Vandaele 
and Lubin 2009; Lubin 2005). While the verb to run is prevalent in English to 
express a general fictive motion, there are many more possibilities in French. 
Hence the translator should consider equivalent sets of ICs expressing the same 
conceptualization rather than translating word for word.
12.  Incidentally, Ricœur is one of the philosophers who strongly disagreed with Changeux. 
See Changeux & Ricoeur (1998/2000).
13.  The English translation of the book’s title is (sadly): The rule of metaphor.
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Table 1 – A Conceptual Metaphor Shared in French, English and Spanish14,15
Metaphorical 
expressions
[agent pathogène] 
incriminé, coupable, 
responsable, accusé, 
suspecté
etc.
suspected, guilty, 
accused, responsible 
[pathogen agent]
etc.
culpable, inocente, 
sospechoso, 
responsable 
[patógeno]
etc.
Correspondences La cause est le 
coupable
Le processus 
pathologique est 
l’énigme
Le patient est la 
victime
Le chercheur ou 
le médecin est le 
détective
The cause is the 
culprit
The pathological 
process is the 
enigma
The patient is the 
victim
The researcher 
or doctor is the 
detective
La causa es el 
culpable
El proceso de la 
enfermedad es el 
enigma
El paciente es la 
víctima
El investigador 
o el médico es el 
detective
conceptual 
metaphor
la recherche de 
la cause d’une 
infection est 
une enquête 
criminelle
the search 
for the cause 
of a disease 
is a criminal 
investigation
la búsqueda de 
la causa de una 
enfermedad es 
una investigación 
criminal
Table 2 – Conceptualisation Indices for Nerves, Arteries, Veins and Muscle 
(fictive appearance) (adapted from Lubin 2005)
The metaphorical nature of idiomatic expressions explains that it is one the 
most important problems that translators and writers, and above all students, 
encounter. While denominations can be, most of the time, managed on the 
basis of the equivalence of the corresponding definitions in the source and 
14.  See Vandaele 2000: 398 for English and French.
15.  For the sake of clarity and due to the lack of space, ICs attesting the other correspond-
ences indicated in the table have not been included. See the articles for more details. 
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target languages (i.e. equivalence of the genus and of the semantic traits), 
the choice of phraseologisms in the target language requires that we take into 
account the underlying metaphorical conceptualization. Since this involves 
more or less extended lexical networks (see Vandaele et al. 2006), confidence 
in the translation solutions is difficult to reach and grows slowly with experi-
ence. In this regard, using computerized tools is a pedagogical challenge, as it 
favors bypassing the processes of reading, understanding and thinking which 
are the basis for acquiring strong translation cognitive competences (for a 
discussion on some pitfalls of the use of Internet and computerized tools in 
the classroom, see Vandaele 2017).
3. Conceptualisation indices and actantial analysis
Although terminologists like Oliveira (2009) or Temmerman (2000; 2002) 
have focused mainly on metaphorical nouns/names (terms16), “Lakovian”17 
metaphorical expressions often fall into the phraseologism category, which 
could be analyzed as collocates (Vandaele 2003b, 2004, 2005; Vandaele et al. 
200618; Barque & Jousse 2006). However, complex names comprising a dever-
bal noun and/or a complex complement (dopamine receptor; récepteur à sept 
passages transmembranaires) also contain conceptualization indices (receptor; 
récepteur; passage). In fact, the key to understanding the underlying mechanism 
is that metaphorical conceptualization indices in “Lakovian” metaphorical 
expressions are predicative lexical units. This provides the clue to set up a 
systematic method of analysis in mono- and bilingual corpora (Vandaele & 
Lubin 2005).
Indeed, even before we coined the term conceptualization index, and relying 
on the powerful actancial analysis proposed by the Meaning-Text Theory 
(MTT) of Mel’čuk and coworkers (Mel’čuk 2004a; 2004b; 2012), I proposed 
that the metaphorical conceptualization operates through the projection of 
the actantial structure (in part or in full) of a source lexical unit onto a target 
16.  Although a number of theoretical approaches inspired by lexicology prefer to speak of 
“specialized lexical units” and would consider verbs and adjectives as terms, I prefer to 
refer to a more traditional definition of terminology as the “science of denominations”, 
hence “terms” as “denominations”. See below for further explanations. No approach is 
entirely satisfactory anyway.
17.  Borrowed from Andor 2010: 157.
18.  Although very attractive on a theoretical level, I have abandoned the use of MTT’s lexical 
functions. They work best with meanings that can be easily generalized, as shown by 
the Magn function, which is quite rare in science.
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lexical unit (Vandaele 2003b; Vandaele 2004; 2005; see pénétrer in Figure 1)19. 
The two lexical units (source: X [mobile entity] pénètre dans Y par Z; target : X 
[artery – immobile] pénètre dans Y par Z) belong to the same vocable, pénétrer. 
From a lexicological point of view, the use of a lexical unit as a conceptual-
ization index creates a new meaning and, as exploited by Barque & Jousse 
(2006), this provides a way to characterize the metaphorical links between a 
vocable’s lexical units.
Figure 1 – Conceptualization Index and Actantial Structure
1. Dictionnaire médical de l’Académie de médecine.
2. Gray 1918 : Section 3a. 2. 8 (http://www.bartleby.com/107/144.html).
A predicate denotes a fact, a situation, a process and is generally20 characterized 
by a “binding meaning” (sens liant; Mel’čuk 2012: 195), “which is incomplete 
without other meanings that should be inserted into slots and thus ‘bound 
together’” (Mel’čuk 2012: 195). The other lexical units to be “inserted into the 
slots” of a predicate are called arguments, or actants. Non-predicative units that 
designate entities without arguments are called semantic names (e.g., protein, 
cell; molécule). Finally, quasi-predicates designate entities, but have at least one 
open slot (e.g. leg of a table, roof of the 4th ventricle in the brain; piliers du cœur; 
see below; Mel’čuk & Polguère 2008).
19.  The same hypothesis has been used later by Vidal and Cabré (2006) as well as Barque 
and Jousse (2006). 
20.  Mel’čuk insists on the fact that some predicates are semantically saturated and do 
not have open slots, as in it rains. These lexical units should not be confounded with 
semantic names.
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At the semantic level, the actantial structure of a predicative lexical unit is 
invariable and does not depend on the syntax in discourse, i.e., for verbs, the 
use of the active or passive voice. Even deverbal nouns have the same predic-
ative structure as the verbs from which they derive.
It is necessary to examine several contexts to fully determine the actan-
tial structure of a lexical unit (especially verbs and deverbal nouns) because 
some actants may be optional, i.e. not expressed in the text. Finally, optional 
actants must not be confused with circumstantials: actants fill meaning slots 
of predicates, while circumstantials do not. Consider the following: I eat an 
apple every morning. The verb to eat has two actants, expressed in this clause 
by I (expressing the first semantic actant) and apple (expressing the second 
semantic actant); every morning is a circumstantial because its presence or its 
absence does not change the meaning of the verb (not to be confounded with 
the meaning of the sentence).
The MTT is extremely powerful for describing the meaning of lexical units 
in terms of their relations with other lexical units, their derivation and their 
collocates, finding a great application in lexicographic dictionaries, particularly 
for learners (Mel’čuk & Polguère 2007).
Interestingly, we discovered in 2006 that Eco had proposed, 18 years earlier, 
to use case–based semantics to study metaphors:
Cependant la métaphore ne met pas en jeu que des similarités, mais aussi des 
oppositions. […] Pour rendre compte de ces phénomènes, une représentation 
encyclopédique doit adopter le format d’une sémantique casuelle qui prenne 
en considération le Sujet Agent, l’Objet sur lequel l’agent exerce son action, 
[…] etc. Une telle sémantique a été élaborée par plusieurs auteurs (on peut 
penser aux « actants » de Tesnières et Greimas, aux « cas » grammaticaux de 
Fillmore, à la sémantique de Bierwisch). (Eco 1988/2006: 172-173)
Indeed Fillmore’s Frames Semantics (see Andor 2010 for an interview with 
Fillmore, who reflects on his own theory) could have been the “natural” lin-
guistic environment to analyze “Lakovian” metaphorical expressions (see Rojo 
Lopez 2011). However, the great advantage of the modelizing that the MTT 
offers over Frames semantics is that this latter does not clearly distinguish a 
lexical unit’s true actants among the participants in a situation (called frame 
elements; see Alonso Ramos 2009 for a convincing comparison of the two the-
ories21). The fundamental problem is that working with corpora involves the 
21.  Setting apart actants and circumstantials is sometimes difficult, but Mel’čuk’s principle 
is very clear: determining actants is critical in identifying the different lexical units that 
belong to a vocable, i.e. to account for polysemy. 
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use of a semasiological strategy, i.e. to start from a text, which is constrained 
by the linguistic properties of words, to deduce conceptual knowledge.
Moreover, as Fillmore himself points out, Lakoff is using the concept of 
frames differently:
I distinguished cognitive frames from linguistic frames, the idea being that 
cognitive frames are those background understandings needed for making 
sense of things that happen around us, and linguistic frames are those that 
are specifically coded in — or “evoked by” — lexical units or other features of 
linguistic form. […] George Lakoff emphasizes the frames that humans have 
by possessing human bodies, frames that are available for metaphoring, as 
well as the frames that humans acquire by living in a culture, frames that have 
different weightings or salience in their individual framicons [sic], allowing 
two people to have different interpretations of their experiences — or perhaps 
it would be more faithful to George’s point of view to say that they have differ-
ent experiences because of tendencies to frame experiences in different ways. 
(Fillmore, in Andor 2010: 158)
From my point of view, it is crucial, in the context of translation, to separate 
actants from circumstantials: if we admit that the basis for establishing linguis-
tic equivalences between two predicative lexical units belonging to different 
languages is the identity of meaning, this can be done if, and only if, according 
to Mel’čuk’s framework22, these units have a similar actantial structure, but not 
necessarily according to Fillmore’s theory. However, comparing cognitive frames 
is also helpful in understanding the differences in the two languages-cultures 
in question, as it operates at a conceptual, encyclopedic level rather than at 
a lexical level. Zethsen rightly recalls that “equivalence is now regarded by 
most translation scholars as a flexible concept with many faces […] and most 
scholars would not gainsay the fact that a professional translator must take the 
skopos of the translation into account and adjust the nature of the equivalence 
required accordingly” (Zethsen 2014 : 126)
However, also for this reason, I do not follow all the premises of the MTT, 
which focuses exclusively on semantic relationships between lexical units. 
Indeed we have to take into account the denominations (terms) formed by mul-
tilexical units in the actantial slots, for which the compositionality principle 
is not sufficient: we are more interested in the conceptualizations of, and the 
difference between, jugular artery and femoral artery, rather than by the com-
positional meaning of artery with either jugular or femoral; in other words, by 
the concepts or the referents rather than the meaning of lexical units. For this 
22.  For example, I eat and I eat an apple correspond to two lexical units (X eats and X eats 
Y) or the vocable to eat. Then, X eats could not be translated by X mange Y.
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reason, Raffo and I (Vandaele & Raffo 2008a) have distinguished the “lexical 
meaning” of lexical units from the “notional/conceptual meaning” of terms23. 
As a consequence, actantial slots of predicative lexical units can be filled by 
any monolexical or polylexical unit which refers to a concept (i.e. a term in 
the classical, non-lexicological, terminological approaches): in the sentence 
“the basilic vein joins the brachial vein”, the conceptualization index is joins, 
and the first and the second actants are expressed, respectively, by basilic vein 
and brachial vein, rather than by vein.
Finally, to take advantage of the finely tuned analysis of predicative units, 
according to the MTT, and to allow the actantial slots to be filled by a syntagm 
referring to a concept, we follow, again, a “middle path” which combines, 
hopefully for the best and not for the worst, both lexical and terminological 
concepts. This is due to the fact that the analysis shown here is driven by 
corpora, and it must take into account the discourse as well as its referential 
aspect, and is intended to be useful in a translation context, while lexicology 
and terminology focus, respectively, on lexical units or terms with a lexico-
graphical or terminolographical goal.
4. Non-predicative conceptualization indices
A number of conceptualization indices are non-predicative. This is the case, 
for example, for the noun cell in cell biology (see Table 3 for other examples).
The semantic mechanism involves a specific trait from the source concept 
that is attributed to the target one. For example, cell is a term that goes back 
to the 17th century, when Robert Hooke, inspired by the shape of monastery 
“cells”, named what he thought to be the basic unit of living organisms (the 
concept was right, but the structure he observed in his microscope was in fact 
small holes in cork bark, which were wrongly interpreted as vestiges of living 
cells; cited in Vandaele 2007). The trait projected from the monks’ cells onto 
the cells of living organisms is the idea of a small, closed, delimited space. 
Traditionally, since Quintilien, it has been understood only as an extension 
of the meaning of a word (i.e. a catachresis: to use the noun cell to designate 
something other than the monk’s small room that is not named yet), without 
referring to the motivation for this extension of meaning, i.e. the similar trait 
found in the two objects. It is often considered deviant, thus leading to con-
fusion, by those who are hesitant about treating metaphors as a cognitive 
mechanism. Contrary to the predicative conceptualization indices, the origin 
23.  See also note 16. Two terms are said to be conotional when they refer to the same concept 
(“notion” in French). Synonymy is kept for lexical units having the same meaning.
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of the projection may be lost over time: it is very unlikely that the modern day 
biology reader keeps in his/her mind the origin of Hooke’s act of denomination 
from four centuries ago. At best he/she will seize upon similar traits that are 
synchronically valid (the cell of the prisoner may now be more salient than a 
monk’s cell), but the correspondence is likely to be lost, although not always 
(see the case of the olive in Figure 2). Typically, these units are discovered 
through an etymological analysis. In the medical field, a high number of spe-
cialised terms are formed using Greek or Latin roots (see below pons, fossa), 
carrying a metaphorical component, which are difficult to recognize without 
knowledge of these languages and a careful etymological analysis.
Table 3 – Examples of Non-predicative Conceptualization Indices
Trait English French
shape Cell cellule
shape/
function
Pons pont
shape turcica ~ Sella selle ~ turcique
shape Trunk tronc
shape accessory ~, inferior ~,  
superior ~, cerebellar ~, 
Olive olive ~ accessoire, ~ 
inférieure, ~ supérieure, 
~cérébelleuse,
shape ~ ovalis Fossa fosse ~ ovale
Figure 2 – Non-predicative Conceptualization Indices
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5. Quasi-predicative Conceptualization Indices
A lot of multi-lexical terms in anatomy contain quasi-predicates (Labelle 2009; 
Gingras-Harvey 2014; Vandaele et Gingras-Harvey 2014). Like semantic nouns, 
quasi-predicates denote entities, but like predicates, they cannot be described 
without actants (Mel’čuk & Polguère 2008). The English term roof of the 4th 
ventricle and the equivalent French term toit du 4e ventricule (a brain structure) 
are examples: roof or toit are quasi-predicative, 4th ventricle or 4e ventricule are 
the actants, respectively. As for cell above, the trait projected from roof24 as a 
non-predicative unit onto roof [of the 4th ventricle] is a specific characteristic, 
here a function (to cover a building or a vehicle), more or less associated to 
a shape (something flat). But, in addition, it is associated with an actant, 4th 
ventricle.
Labelle (2009) and Gingras-Harvey (2014), in their Master’s theses, have 
shown that anatomical and neuro-anatomical quasi-predicatives units are 
sourced from several fields of knowledge. Table 4 presents some examples of 
quasi-predicative ICs that are relevant to building parts, artefacts, plant parts 
or landscape metaphors. It should be noted that the actancial slot can be filled 
with a relational adjective which stands for a name (pelvic, plantaire). Also, the 
slot is not necessarily filled by a true actant (e.g. gouttière osseuse, as osseuse is 
at the same time a qualificative [or descriptive] and a relative [or classifying] 
adjective), leading to the idea that the predicative nature of lexical units is not 
so clear-cut and that predicative to non-predicative units form a continuum 
(Figure 3).
24.  Roof: “The structure forming the upper covering of a building or vehicle. (New Oxford 
American Dictionary; electronic version for Macintosh; no publication date)
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Table 4 – Some quasi-predicative Conceptualization Indices in Anatomy25
English French
Building 
parts
mandibular ~, 
pelvic ~,  
vertebral ~,  
glossopalatine ~…
arch1 arc 
~ mandibulaire, 
~ pelvien, 
~ vertébral, 
~ glossopalatin…
foot ~ arch2 voûte ~ plantaire
pleural ~ Dome dôme ~ pleural
~ of the diaphragm Cupola coupole ~ diaphragmatique
vertebral ~ column colonne ~ vertébrale
~ of the nose, 
~ of the mouth, 
~ of the 4th 
ventricle,  
pelvic ~…
Floor plancher 
~ nasal, 
~ buccal, 
~ du 4e ventricule, 
~ pelvien
~ of the cranium, 
~ of the 3rd 
ventricle, 
~ of the mooth, 
~ of the nose…
Roof toit
~ crânien/du crâne, 
~ du 3e ventricule,  
~ buccal/de la bouche, 
~ nasal…
neural ~,  
chiasmatic ~,  
lacrimal ~…
Groove gouttière
~ neurale,  
~ chiasmatique,  
~ lacrymale… 
Artefacts
~ of the obliquus 
superior, patellar 
~…
Pulley poulie
~ de l’oblique 
supérieur,  
~ rotulienne/
patellaire…
turcica ~ Sella selle ~ turcique
25.  I collected these examples from standard anatomy textbooks and atlases (e.g. from 
Gray’s, Netter’s, Feneis’ or Rouvière’s books). See Labelle 2009 and Gingras-Harvey 2014 
for other examples on veins, arteries, nerves, muscles and brain structures in English, 
French and German.
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Plant 
parts
~ of vessels Trunk tronc ~ vasculaire
brain ~, 
~ of the left coronary 
artery
Stem tronc
~ cérébral,  
~ de l’artère coronaire 
gauche
~ of arteries,  
~ of veins,  
~ of nerves,
Branch rameau 
~ artériel,  
~ veineux,  
~ nerveux
ovarian ~, 
hair ~
follicle follicule
~ pileux, 
~ ovarien
cerebellar ~ peduncle pédoncule ~ cérébelleux
olfactive ~ Bulb bulbe ~ olfactif
bronchial ~, 
vascular ~
Tree arbre
~ bronchique,  
~ vasculaire
~ of the ilium… Spine épine ~ iliaque…
nerve ~, 
~ of the tooth…
Root racine
~ nerveuse,  
~ dentaire…
Landscape
abdominal ~,  
iliac ~…
Region région
~ abdominale,  
~ iliaque…
~ of sacrum promontory promonroire ~ du sacrum/sacré
pubic ~ Mons mont ~ du pubis
inguinal canal Canal sillon ~ inguinal
nasal ~, 
iliac ~
Fossa fosse
~ nasale, 
~ iliaque…
Figure 3 – From Predicative to Non-predicative Conceptualization Indices: a 
Continuum
However, conceptualization is part of the naming process: hence quasi-predic-
ative CIs may remain “local” or they may form a thematically linked lexical 
network, but this network does not have the same “productivity” as the predic-
ative network described above, or at least it does not operate at the same level. 
When the names of body parts come from the names of architectural entities, 
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such as floor, pyramid, roof, column… it provides a general conceptualization of 
the brain or the body as a building. The major difference between predicative 
CIs and quasi-predicative CIs is the following: in the former, the metaphor 
operates indirectly: the source domain projects onto the target domain through 
the predicative IC; in the latter, the metaphor operates directly: the source 
domain projects onto the target domain through the denomination itself. A 
“quasi” actant is necessary to avoid an incorrect referential inference: the roof 
[of the 4th ventricle] is not really a roof (Figure 4).
Figure 4 – Quasi-predicative conceptualization indices
It should be emphasized that, in the case of non-predicative and quasi-predic-
ative ICs, no lexical network reinforces the conceptualization of any specific 
entity: the metaphorical name informs the speaker about a property (the loca-
tion, for example: mesencephalum roof, toit du mésencéphale). On the contrary, 
the accumulation of metaphorical expressions in which the conceptualized 
entity is expressed as an actant of various congruent predicative ICs reinforces 
a particular metaphorical conceptualization which then becomes productive: 
other ICs from the lexical network that underlies the metaphorical concep-
tualization can be used and this provides a powerful tool for popularizing 
scientific knowledge (see Vandaele & Raffo 2008b). The strength of a metaphor 
conceptualizing an entity thus depends on the richness of the predicative IC set 
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associated with the name of this entity, and it also depends on the frequency 
(number of occurrences) found in the texts.
6. Properties of Metaphorical Conceptualization Indices and Translation: 
Conclusion
After an extensive analysis of metaphorical conceptualization indices in 
various biomedical domains26 (clinical medicine, cellular biology, anatomy, 
neuroanatomy, history of genetics and theory of evolution – see note 2) and 
various languages (French, English, Spanish, Portuguese, German), a number 
of general statements can be made:
1) Conceptualization indices involved in a particular metaphorical 
concept form a stable lexical network (réseau lexical; see Vandaele et 
al. 200627; but see below). For example, conceptual metaphors used 
to describe the position of organs in anatomy are so stable that they 
are expressed in ancient texts, even written in Latin, e.g. by Vesalius 
in the 16th century (Vesalius 1543, translated by Jacqueline Vons).
2) A conceptualization index can belong to several lexical networks 
(Vandaele et al. 2006).
3) Conceptualization indices may be grouped according to fictive 
representations (Talmy 2000; see Lubin 2006, Labelle 2009, Gingras-
Harvey 2014 for examples).
4) Idiomaticity is closely linked to the use of conceptualization indices 
shared by a community of locutors. This is related to the extent of 
translation readership.
5) However, these lexical networks are open sets. This means that crea-
tivity is a fundamental feature of metaphorical conceptualization, and 
that translators have at their hands various options, given the purposes 
of the source and target texts (cf. Christiane Nord and the functionalist 
school of translation). If a conceptual metaphor is culture-specific, 
it is possible to import the conceptualization into the target culture, 
or to use another conceptualization, either already existing or even 
26.  Comparable texts were used as much as possible. Some studies included parallel texts 
(reference books of anatomy or cell biology widely used in their translated version) or 
were specifically aimed at studying the translation of metaphorical expressions (hered-
itary units conceptualization, Vandaele and Béland 2012).
27.  The idea of a lexical network is far from being new. It had notably expanded by the 
end of the seventies and is presently widely used by researchers using 3D-network 
representations of sets of lexical units. 
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new. New insights and hypotheses in science represent an opportu-
nity for neology and the creation of new conceptualization indices or 
even new conceptual metaphors (see Vandaele & Béland 2012 for an 
analysis of the conceptual metaphors used to propose various models 
of hereditary units at the end of the 19th century). However, we must 
keep in mind that a high number of metaphorical terms or expressions 
are strictly shaped by meaning and usage. Consequently, creativity is 
limited by usage and idiomaticity.
6) Some conceptualization are metaphtonymic (Goossens 1990). This 
can be demonstrated for la veine X se jette dans la veine Y (the vein X 
throws itself into the vein Y) (Vandaele & Lubin 2005). This means 
that a smaller vein (X) is attached to a larger one (Y). We have to 
remember that the blood goes from the smaller vein into the larger 
one. Therefore, what is evoked here is, at the same time, a fictive 
motion, the conceptualization of the vein as a stream or a river (met-
aphor), and the blood which actually “jumps” from one vessel to the 
next (metonymy).
7) In Spanish and in Portuguese, the verbs expressing the corresponding 
conceptual metaphor are homographs: desembocar (Malaszkiewics 
2013; Malaszkiewics et al. 2015). The vein is still conceptualized as 
a river, but not as a “jumping” entity. It is a case where the translator 
must be careful not to transfer an inappropriate metaphor, for the 
sake of idiomaticity.
8) When a conceptual metaphor is shared among cultures-languages, the 
number of conceptualization indices expressing a certain meaning may 
be variable in each one, especially for predicative conceptualisation 
indices. Therefore, this opens up – or closes down – the translator’s 
lexical choices.
9) In a given field of knowledge, an entity (either concrete or abstract) 
may be conceptualized through different conceptual metaphors. For 
example, in cell biology, cells are simultaneously conceptualized as 
animate entities, more specifically as persons, and as inanimate enti-
ties, e.g. as factories; molecules are simultaneously conceptualized 
as persons and as objects (see Vandaele 2000; Vandaele et al., 2006). 
Hence the coherence of the representations of the scientific objects is 
achieved through conceptual blending (Fauconnier & Turner 1998).
10) Popularization discourse is often characterized by a higher density 
of conceptualization indices (see Vandaele & Raffo 2008b). Some are 
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borrowed from more specialized discourses, others are dynamically 
expressed so as to help the reader grasp specialized concepts.
11) Popularization discourse may also be a place for creativity, albeit 
carefully: if the conceptual blending fails, the result may be even 
more difficult to grasp than the specialized text (Vandaele & Raffo 
2008a28). More studies are needed to better understand how to pop-
ularize adequately.
A strategy to be used by translators might be the following. First, it is necessary 
to become sensitive to the cognitive dissonance that is the landmark of con-
ceptualisation indices: something is not really what it seems to be. The nerve 
is said to run, yet it does not move; the molecule seems to act as a person, yet 
it is inanimate; the mesencephalon has a roof, yet it is not the roof of a house. 
Second, the search for counterparts of non-predicative ICs and quasi-predica-
tive ICs in the target language is not different from any terminological search. 
Third, the search for true predicative ICs in the target language should take 
into account the whole conceptual metaphor identified in the source text: is 
it expressed in the target culture-language? If not, is it possible to import the 
conceptual metaphor or is it preferable to find another one? If yes, what is the 
extent and the richness of the lexical network in the target culture-language? 
Finally, what is the role of the metaphorical expression: is it used strictly to 
conceptualize in a theoretical framework, does it have a rhetorical function, is 
it used for some popularization purpose? Taking into account all these param-
eters, it then becomes possible to make the best choice possible.
As a final word, I do hope that this overview will be helpful for anyone who 
is willing to introduce conceptual science metaphors in the classroom, to dig 
deeper into research or, as a practitioner, to use them. I believe that we are at 
an interesting point where a number of puzzling difficulties that perplexed us 
at the beginning have now been solved. At least, a certain level of coherence 
has been reached.
28.  In Vandaele and Raffo (2008b), we cite the following example: the sentence “les 
décodeurs assemblent un collier d’acides aminés. À la fin de la phrase, le collier est 
complet : c’est une protéine” is almost impossible to understand because of the lack 
of the links that would allow the blend of the metaphors (decoding devices, necklace, 
sentence). If “translated” in a correct scientific French, this would give: “Une protéine 
est une chaîne (= collier/necklace) d’acides aminés assemblés par les ribosomes (= 
décodeurs/decoding device) qui lisent la suite de nucléotides (= phrase/sentence) des 
ARN messagers”. 
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